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Last month we discussed the meteoric rise in community bank commercial real estate loan

probabilities of default. When underwriting, that is just part of the equation. The other major

component is estimating loss given default, also termed loss severity.

Over the past 30Y (as far back as our data goes), losses given default equate to an average centered

around 30% and 50% of the principal amount of a given loan. The severity of loss largely depends on

a loan's structure, the type of collateral and guarantees. This amount also includes non-accrued

interest, transaction costs of selling a property, legal fees and other associated workout costs. Here is

the problem Ã¢Â€" all major loan pricing models that we have found (including our own and those at

use at national banks) base their loss severity on the same 30Ys of data. During this period of time,

there was only one brief chronological period (between 1989 and 1992) when property values

declined year after year - a scenario that appears highly likely in 2009.

For most of that 30Y history, property values also had healthy appreciation. In fact, the average

community bank loan had an average real property appreciation of almost 9% per annum. That's

pretty healthy. That means that our 40%-ish loss severity that most community banks have

experienced is against a historic backdrop of very positive price appreciation.

While we are taking steps to update our Loan Pricing Model, our initial analysis (based upon the

current path of GDP, unemployment and consumer spending), shows commercial properties values

will fall 20% on average for community bank loan collateral over the next 3Ys. If true, this would drive

the loss given default up by an average of 50%. Keep in mind that this is on top of higher probabilities

of default. This combination is toxic, as it increases the expected loss rate. For example, a loan on a

retail property with a 1.25x debt service coverage ratio and 75% LTV back in 2007 most likely went

from a 0.9% expected loss to now a 1.6% expected loss. Remember, our base case analysis assumes

that the historic econometric relationships between GDP, consumer spending, unemployment and

commercial capitization rates hold true. There are many that feel this relationship no longer holds and

the results might be worse.

Following years of aggressive property price increases, a period of deleveraging, global economic

problems and tighter credit, many real estate analysts now estimate that property price declines

could easily be in the 50% range from 2007. If true, loss severity will increase causing loan losses to

further skyrocket. A typical "deep recession" scenario now shows that 1 every 5 commercial loans

could go into default, resulting in expected losses in the 75% range. This would mean that expected

loses climb to as much as 10% - a loss level that many banks would be unable to support without

massively increasing capital. Loans that are particularly sensitive to higher loss levels include those

that have balloon maturities coming due between now and 2010. Health care, retail and special

purpose properties are all at the higher end of this potential range.

As we learn how to handle dramatically higher probabilities of default and loss given default rates,

having a plan to increase reserve levels to the 3% to 5% range would be a good idea. We don't know

how bad credit performance will get, but having a prolonged period of negative appreciation is a real

possibility.
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BANK NEWS

M&amp;A

Old National Bancorp ($7.57mm, ID) deal will acquire Charter One's Indiana branches from Citizen's

Financial Group Inc, ($161B, RI). The deal includes 65 offices, $397.4mm in deposits and $15.9 mm in

loans for an undisclosed amount.

Black Friday

While it didn't pull retailers into the "black" it did serve to increase reported revenues 7% from last

year (a much better than expected showing). Despite the good news, many analysts feel consumers

are merely moving purchases forward to take advantage of store discounts.

Cyber Monday

Today is the busiest online shopping day of the year. It is estimated that 1 in 4 of bank employees will

use work hours to purchase gifts online.

Pending M&amp;A?

A WSJ article indicates Morgan Stanley might be considering acquiring a regional bank, as it seeks to

expand its retail banking capabilities.

Deeper Cuts

Banking analyst Meredith Whitney is predicting banks will cut $2T of credit card lines in the next 18

months (about 45% from current levels). Risk aversion and increased regulatory pressure were cited

as catalysts.

Safe Haven

More than double the number of consumers view community banks positively when compared to

national banks, according to a new survey. Personal relationships, better service and financial stability

were cited as determining factors for consumers when switching banks.

Liquidity Guarantee

Bank of America (following Goldman and Morgan Stanley last week) will issue $6B in 3Y FDIC

guaranteed notes today. Pricing is fixed at +85bp to swaps or approx. 3.13% yield. Interested? Let us

know and we can try to get an allocation. If you need a higher yield, we are in the process of working

with several community banks to issue similar 2Y guaranteed liquidity notes.
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